


February z2, 1996

Historic Preservation Commission
51 Monroe Street, Suite 1001
Rockville, Ida. 20850

Dear Chairman and Commis-stoners,

17y name is Charles H. HOZZoweLZ, sr. My wife Mary A. and

I have lived in Kensington since 1969.

We are in support of the wrap around porch and extension

of the kitchen and addition on top of the back of the

house at 3923 BaZttmore Street.

We feel that this will bring the whole house to conformity

of Victorian homes in this area.

Sincerely,

QV~ &
Charles R. Ho&ZoweZL, Sr.

l
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NOTE: There is a strong concern with the revised plan
which includes modifications suggested by HPC Stab, Ms.

Nancy WitheralL This plan is considered a compromise to give

the owner the ability to begin the project without loss of any more

time or money. This plan does not give the owners their

original program request for a service entry to the kitchen.

This need was addressed by the original proposal of a covered

wrap a round side porch which arc typically found on Four Square

Houses in Kensington. The owners will not have direct access to

the kitchen from the front street side of the house for taking in
groceries and parcels. The original floor plan of this house is an

example of poor planning when it was designed because of the

remote location of the kitchen to the driveway.

It should also be, noted that the front porch also requires the
acceptance of a portable ramp as requested by the owhers.The

portable ramp location also needs to be located close to the front of
the house because of the sloping grade to the tear.

The best solution for the program is: the proposed floor plan
which includes the wrap around porch of the original proposal.
Furthermore, it is not feasible for the owners to relocate the kitchen
to the west side to improve accessiblility, as was suggested in the
March HPC MEETING. It should also be noted that the HPC has
approved two other side porches in the last year due to the special
needs of the owners.

After further study of the property grade, it was also agreed ( by
Witherall, Capron, And Fisher) that additional steps to the side
porch in the new design would be very steep and not give the
owners a good result toward their desired solution for a better
service entry.
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THOMAS F. and MARY JANE FISHER
9804 Kensington Parkway
Kensington, MD 20895

March 22, 1994

Dear Chairman and Commissioners

With this letter we are submitting our revised drawings for
our application for a Historic Area Work Permit for 3923
Baltimore Street, Kensington. We are life long residents of
Kensington and wish to buy my boyhood home which has been in the
family for over 50 years.

Just as each of us as individuals are different each of us
have certain needs. As we began to work with Mrs. Capron we
listed those needs for the interior of the house. The kitchen
was the biggest challenge. We feel the kitchen addition is
neither minor nor grandiose but then again neither is the house.
We felt the original plan of a wrap around porch, which is not
unlike existing four square houses in the community, was the best
solution to bringing the south (front) and east (kitchen side)
elevations into harmony. In deference to your February denial of
changing the front of the house we propose a covered side porch
on the south side of the originally proposed kitchen. The size
of the kitchen extension was not an issue until the wrap around
porch was denied. We will not have the convenience of access
under this revision because stairs to the yard would be
overbearing considering the topography of the lot but we do feel
it is the best alternative for transition to the kitchen addition
as originally designed as well as allowing us to enjoy the azalea
gardens and boxwoods on the southeastern portion of the property.
Again, we are not changing anything on the front of the house.

We do have a great appreciation for the preservation of
Kensington. That was why our original proposal included the
changing of the 1950s aluminum siding to wood, changing the
openings on this addition to be more compatible with the style of
the house, and the removal of the screened partitions from the
front porch. We still propose these changes but we still have
needs as a family that we wish to meet, such as the kitchen.
This is, after all, a family's home for living and growing up in,
not a historic museum!

Aside from our revised proposal we would like to
address/bring to your attention a few circumstances surrounding
our first hearing in February. Nancy Witherall had told us at
our first meeting that she would not recommend a wrap around
porch but she noted she had also not recommended the same on two



other occasions in the past year and they were approved. We
grabbed that ray of hope and went forward. After filing our
application, we asked Nancy what we should expect in the three
weeks before the hearing. She said we would probably receive a
call from the LAP and be asked to attend their meeting prior to
the hearing. We did not receive any call or notice of an LAP
meeting but Mrs. Capron, our designer, who is also a resident of
the Kensington Historical Area, heard about the scheduled meeting
so we attended. During the course of the meeting there was great
discussion of a project on Washington Street and how the builder
had come to them with revised drawings and they had finally
passed but by a very slim margin. The discussion went on to the
HPC hearing of this builder and how he had yet again revised the
drawings since the LAP meeting. What was their purpose if this
was allowed to take place they asked. It was decided they would
write a letter to the Commission with their complaints. When our
proposal was brought to the table there was minimal discussion of
the wrap around porch and kitchen and it was unanimously
approved. There was more lengthily discussion of the massing but
again it was approved but not unanimously. We left the LAP
meeting with the feeling that we had their approval of our
project.

On the night of our hearing their were four people who spoke
on our application: Dr. Schulman, chairman of the LAP; Mrs.
Wilkes, a member of the LAP; Mrs. O'Malley, a resident of
Kensington but not an adjoining property owner; and Mr. Robinson,
the Chairman of the Kensington Historical Society. After the LAP
report was given and all four people spoke I looked at my husband
and said, "They are not just talking about our application, they
are angry and addressing the Washington Street issue!".

Did their passionate arguments have a part in one phase of
our application being denied? We will never know! Why can
members of the LAP come before the commission to argue what their
group has already approved, even if it was not a unanimous
approval? We the applicants get one voice, not two! If we had
had any indication that there was opposition by townspeople we
would have asked our supporters to attend. We were led to
believe that the LAP was the spokesgroup for the townspeople yet
Mrs. O'Malley had copies of our drawings and perhaps the
application as well. We sympathize with the LAP on the
Washington Street issue but not when it is fought under cover of
another application. We hope that the future will see changes
that will enable all parties involved to be informed and
forthright.

We are most anxious to move forward and to receive your
approval on these revisions.

Sincerely,

Tom & Mary Jane sher
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Minutes of the Kensington LAP Keating

April 6, 1924

LAP Attendees: Little, Jones,.shulman, Dedes, Wolf, Thompson,
Basle, Gurney, Morris

others: Mr. and Mrs. Fishor,.C. Hollowell, J.O'Malley

1. Respohge to letter from_Virhe s tQ HPC:

Despite very favorable comments on their proposal
by the LAP, the fact that the LAP Chairman cat at the
same table at the HPC -meeting as those opposed to aspects
of their proposal, made the Fishers feel that all
testimony would be considered unfavorable by the HPC. It
was pointed out that LAP statements: were also submitted
in written form and that HPC Commissioners would not link
these statements with those made by other's, in fact, the
NPC comments focused in large part on the wrap-around
porch which was not mentioned in LAP comments. it wag
suggested that LAP testimony might be distinguished more
clearly 

from testimony of individuals, if the LAP
representative sat separately.

2. Concerning 
jumember 

of the LAP testifying seRaratelyatt
HPQ mrating

Little suggested that a member Could recuse himself at
the LAP meeting in favor of presenting opinions directly
to the HPC as a private individual. Shulman suggested
that a minority report or individual opinions as part of
the LAP record would serve the purpose. Thompson
indicated that an LAP member speaking as a private
individual at.an HPC meeting would confuse an applicant.
`bodes thought.a synopsis of opinions as presented at the
meeting on'the McHale proposed-would be fairest. Shulman
suggested that opinions *of' each LAP member could be
submitted in written form for this purpose as had bean
done in past LAP meetings. Jones commented that HPC
staff informed him that the format of individual opinidna
in the last LAP report was very helpful. Basle favored
minority opinions in LAP reports. A motion was passed 8
in favor and 1 abstention that: on votes taken by the
LAP, opinions of individual LAP members should be
dx reseed in the minutes of the meeting containing the
majority report as well as any minority report or reports
representing divergent opinions.,

3. Consideration of the ray-,sed Fisher AR lication

The new application deletes the previously proposed back
AO wall .as fill chances to the front porch including

P. 03



kitch and addition to the Fear a the same. A side:
porch added in front of the kiteho and another porch
at th ear west side.

- - - -- 

a 

as 
s 

- --- - --
Thud changes are considered responses to HPC cou~ments
pending an appeal that the a licants hope will reverse
the HPC decision to deny the wrap-around front porch.
They want to start the kitchen 

 li

~;--o-f 
-the-or results

ppeal ttiat=may perm t cotineatinq thef porches.-

The matter considered for a vote were the kitchen And
porches, the mass of the rear addition and
differentiation of old from now construction. A=motion-,
ta_approve -=the-=application-- as- drawn==with-- the==exception
that- soreens_ would--trot _b_e =rema_ve_d - from_the -front-porch
pas4-ed=_8.to-1. --

The minority opinion was that the proposed additions,
including the one already present at the rear, would more
than double the site of the original, obscure the four-
square appearance of the house and would have the same
effect as infill.

4. Other )Ag ers

Discussants suggested that neighbors, comments on
applications should be submitted to the LAP if available
and that copies of the HPC staff report or a verbal
Communication should be available before LAP meetings.
others argued that LAP function is advisory, not to
approve or disapprove HPC staff reports, and that the HPC
does not always agree with its staff report.

Ray Shulman
chairman
~J
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MONTGOMERY COUNTY

HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION

MEETING

Monday,

February 23, 1994

PRESENT•

ALBERT RANDALL, Chairman .
WALTER BOOTH, Vice Chair
JOSEPH B. BRENNEMAN, Commissioner
ELLEN PRATT HARRIS, Commissioner
MARTHA LANIGAN, Commissioner
Gregg Clemmer, Commissioner

ALSO PRESENT•

Gwen Marcus, Historic Preservation Coordinator
Clare Lise Cavicchi, Staff
Patricia Parker, Staff
Nancy Witherell, Staff

JOHNSON & WARREN REPORTING
UPPER MARLBORO, MD 20772

(301) 952-0511
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(Vote taken)

CHAIRMAN RANDALL: The motion carries

unanimously. Thank you very much. We appreciate your

cooperation.

Next case is Case C for alterations and an

addition in the Kensington Historic District.

MS. WITHERELL: This is a primary resource on

Baltimore Street. It is very generously sited on what

was originally two-and-a-half of the lots in Kensington.

And I'll show you the slides of the site. The house

faces south.

The proposal includes extending the front porch

around to the side, and it's that side of the elevation

that you see in this slide. Again, the kitchen

projection would extend from this side as well. It's a

two-and-a-half story four-square with hip roof. Here's a

front view. Apparently the porch is enclosed now, and

the applicants would like to take off the screen there

and restore the original open character of the porch.

This is the view looking down the left side of

the house. You will note the one-story later addition at

the rear. This is where they propose a second-story

addition, continuing the hip roof. The rear. And again

showing the nature of the yard.

There are more contemporary windows on the back
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of the addition and it's the applicant's attention to

make all the fenestration on the back side more

compatible with the original windows of the house. And

toward the rear there of their yard. And then backup

again from the side to the -- up to Baltimore. Again,

the house is to the right and that's the side where the

porch and the kitchen are. And that's the view of that.

In general, I think this is an excellent

proposal. In particular, I was impressed with the way

the interior space is mostly reused. I thought it was a

very good design to reuse existing spaces with very

minimal changes. The kitchen extension is

understandable, if one looks at the existing kitchen

plan, and in the context of a wrap-around porch I think

it fits nicely.

My one concern that the applicants are aware

of, that I expressed to them when I first met with them,

and you all know from my staff report and from previous

similar cases that I am opposed to altering front porches

that I find to be character defining features on a house.

And so I've recommended in favor of the

project, but I can't recommend in favor of extending the

porch around to the side. And the result of that then

brings up the question of how far the kitchen projection

would be appropriate if it were not connected to a porch
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to continue around the side.

With the exception of that, I recommended in

favor of the project. The LAP comments that you have,

there does not appear to be a distinction between the

continuation of the roof over the second -- proposed

second story. The original plans, there's a very slight

line, you will note, set in. That's the way I read the

plans. So that the line of the hip is retained. And

there's a slight change, and perhaps that's something you

would want to discuss. But I thought that the back ridge

-- two ridge lines of the hip would show.

And so I've recommended in favor of that aspect

of the project as well.

CHAIRMAN RANDALL: Thank you. Any questions of

staff? If not, if the applicant would like to introduce

yourselves and proceed?

MR. FISHER: I'm Tom Fisher.

MS. CAPRON: I'm Gloria Capron. I'm actually

the designer.

MS. FISHER: And I'm Mary Fisher.

CHAIRMAN RANDALL: If you,would like to respond

to the staff report or provide whatever information you

feel useful?

MS. CAPRON: I think with respect to the side

porch, I would say there are a couple of points for it.
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And that is that on this side of the house there is a

beautiful extensive side garden that the owners are not

able to enjoy because of the window fenestration on the

side. And the feeling is that wrapping the porch around

to be able to view the gardens. And, also, there is

extra circulation because it brings you back into the

kitchen area.

I feel that with the addition at the.kitchen

it's very important to have that side porch because it

accesses the transition from front to rear. And, also,

it practically -- just get -- getting the parties back to

that space.

The bay offers lots of windows as well. This

is the kitchen bay, and again to be able to view that

side garden. And side gardens are a key element in

Kensington and it would be a shame if the owners -- and

actually it is Mr. Fisher's boyhood home. I think you

all have perhaps noted that in your plans. But it would

be nice to have them enjoy what's there.

Other than that, I feel that I feel that the

massing is correct. I feel that the topography of the

three lots, it drops back. If there's -- really aren't

able to see that roof extension, and actually back in

1987 -- I also live in an historic district and designed

a home on Montgomery Avenue that I live in. And you all
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1 approved a roof that was very similar to this. I think

2 that this works as well.

3 We also have other pictures. We also have

4 pictures which indicate there are side porches on two

5 properties adjacent to this property across the street,

6 two of which were existing side porches on four-squares.

7 There also was an approval in 1987 on my property for a

8 side porch. And we understand that that approval is

9 still in effect. That side porch did not go in because

10 of the economy of the time. But we feel there's some

it precedent enough to have you support us in that.

12 CHAIRMAN RANDALL: We have a number of

13 individuals from Kensington that would like the

14 opportunity to speak. We'll pass these things around.

15 If we can provide them the opportunity to make whatever

16 comments they have, and then we'll have you all come back

17 and respond to questions.

18 Dr. Shulman, Ms. Wilkes, Ms. O'Malley and Mr.

19 Robinson, would you all like to come forward, please?

20 DR. SHULMAN: My name is Ray Shulman. I'm

21 representing the Kensington LAP. You have the written

22 minutes of the meeting on 2/21 before you, and I won't

23 read them verbatim. Just to point out with respect to

24 the rear porch, I think there was some confusion in the

25 drawings. And Mrs. Fisher who was present at the meeting
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indicated that the entire back porch is not to be

considered part of the present proposal. And this may be

a future submission.

With respect to the wrap-around extension of

the front porch, the LAP discussions brought out examples

of original wrap-around porches on some resource four-

square houses in Kensington, and also it was brought out

that such additions had been permitted previously.

Although as -- and it was pointed out also that

although most four-square houses have symmetrical window

distribution on the front, this house's windows are not

centered, making the asymmetric porch extension perhaps

less disruptive.

Our motion in favor of extending the porch as

shown was approved unanimously. Those voting for the

motion also approved the proposed new kitchen projection.

Our third major consideration was massing of

the rear addition with respect to height of the hip roof

and failure to discriminate between new and old

construction. One LAP member not present forwarded

comments read to the group favoring reducing the mass of

the rear addition to more clearly indicate new

construction.

There were five votes in favor of a motion to

approve the rear addition as is; one member present plus
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1 the chairman and the member supplying written comments

2 favored a lower roof line.

3 Those were the major comments of the LAP

4 specifically with respect to the house. There was some

5 discussion what we really are preserving in Kensington,

6 and I don't know that any definition of what preservation

7 is was arrived at.

8 MS. WILKES: I'm Helen Wilkes. I'm speaking

9 tonight because I believe the issue of mass and scale in

10 Kensington has been glossed over in HPC decisions. I

11 reiterate to you the critical nature of the issue of

12 appropriate mass and scale in a district such as ours in

13 which the environmental setting, that is, the green space

14 between and around the house itself is an important,

15 critical historical source.

16 I urge you, the Preservation Commission, to

17 fully consider the implications of creating new forms in

18 our historic district which are of a mass and scale which

19 fail to respect the historic precedent in the community.

20 For example, an infill house built between two historic

21 resources on a 50-foot lot should respect the historic

22 precedent for houses built to 50-foot lots in Kensington

23 and should not be allowed to come in and exploit the very

24 historicity which its presence would undermine.

25 With respect to this proposal, the overall
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effect of the additions to the house is to greatly

increase the mass of the house, in a highly visible way,

I might add, due to the prominent angle of view afforded

from the -- by the approach by the east on Baltimore

II Street.

The net effect is a largely unbroken mass which

stands out pretty clearly as being significantly larger

than the other historic resources in the community. As

well, the design which I consider to be handsome in so

many regards does obliterate largely the distinctions

between what is old and what is new, so that the unified

mass truly stands out among its neighbors as a huge house

relative even to other added-onto historic resources in

the community.

Thank you.

MS. O'MALLEY: Julie O'Malley, Frederick

Avenue, Kensington. I'm speaking as an individual.

It was nice to get these plans in time to

review them in the community before the meeting. This is

a wonderful design and I'd love to live in a house like

this. This organization was called the architectural

review commission, there would be little to say. But

there is that phrase historic preservation.

What do the Department of Interior's guidelines

say? They certainly say don't obscure the original
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fabric of the architectural features which are an

integral part of the resource. At the very least, that

strongly points to maintaining the front facade.

I think the staff report is directly on the

mark. The staff has been considering this issue over and

over and still states that the side should remain the

same. The massing should be smaller.

This is already part of an historic district.

And what exactly are we preserving in the historic

district? We have many different types of houses, some

of them with wrap-around porches and some that didn't

have them. And if we let everyone make changes to the

front, we've lost what was originally there.

MR. ROBINSON: John Robinson for the Historical

Society. As the representative of the Society, voted for

us on the LAP and I share her concerns and the concerns

expressed by Mrs. O'Malley. Here we have the issue as

changing the overall appearance of the street. Although

the design is excellent -- to gradually erode away the

difference in architectural styles that we have in that

single block.

I think that there is a fundamental issue that

block could go to. I mean, the arguments that have been

raised here make clear this is a -- from our point of

view, we have our concerns, but it's a reasonably close
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case. This is not a situation where we're taking a large

three-story house and putting it on a 50-foot lot,

completely beyond the character of the neighborhood. But

we're concerned with mass in additions, just as we were

concerned with mass in additions on our avenue in the

previous case we discussed. This is at least within the

area of reasonable (inaudible).

CHAIRMAN RANDALL: Thank you. If the applicant

would return, please? Would you all like to respond to

the issues that were raised?

MS. CAPRON: I'd like to make three comments.

First is that the massing in this particular case, I

think, is not a problem because the property is comprised

of over twb-and-a-half lots and supports the size of the

existing structure and the new addition.

I think that the overall design and scheme

maintains the spirit of the existing structure, although

it's just a slightly larger model. I think that the --

actually, the addition was dictated in its size. We

needed that second floor space for master bedroom area

which -- to bring the house up to 1990's standards. And

the point would be that the size was dictated by the size

of the lower addition which is existing. And the owners

are not interested in tearing down what's there.

The other is it's a small and of a practical
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nature, and that is that the new owners -- three of the

family members are six feet or over and we would like to

get as much space as we can out of that attic. I think

that -- I'd also like to comment -- make this a fourth

one.

In 1987 the Commission approved a similar

property which requested a roof line height very similar

to this house at 10304 Montgomery Avenue. And the house

is there. That house also received a preservation award

in 1990 for an addition to an historic resource. And

part of the reason for winning that award was that the

overall structure and addition acted as one piece,

unified, not an historic house and an attached addition.

It was a quality addition. b

MR. FISHER: I think Gloria has stated our

position very well.

MS. FISHER: The only other thing I might add

is I think it should be noticeable in our plans that we

want very much to be in keeping with the surrounding area

of Kensington, as my husband has grown up there, that was

his childhood home, I grew up in the area, we have many

family members there, and we want very much to keep it in

harmony with the historical district.

But we felt that some of the things that we

were doing here, such as the wrap-around porch and the
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massing in the back, were the things that we had to do in

order to achieve what we needed on the interior of the

house.

CHAIRMAN RANDALL: Commissioners?

MS. HARRIS: I have a question of the

applicant. We've been told that the porch or deck, if

you will, on the rear of the house is to be future. But

do you intend the piece of that, that is to the west of

the house, to be a part of this project?

MS. FISHER: Yes. That's for the staircase to

come down. In the slides, if you notice, the short

little stoop type porch that is up there in the staircase

is quite dangerous. And the widening in there would make

it -- that way you can set the steps back further. This

porch only shows up on floor plan drawings, I believe.

CHAIRMAN RANDALL: I'm having a tough time

getting a sense of how much more --

MS. FISHER: Would you like to see the exact

blueprint?

(Simultaneous comments)

CHAIRMAN RANDALL: I mean, I would have hoped

it was in the packet.

MS. MARCUS: Circle 10 is probably the best.

MS. CAPRON: Page one of the plans gives you

some sense of the footprint in the addition.
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MS. MARCUS: I think, again, on Circle 10 what

you see in patching is what's there and what you see in

the lines, the little arrows is what's proposed.

MS. HARRIS: I was just demonstrating to

Commissioner Randall what the new and the old was on the

elevation because it's not marked, so that everyone knows

what we're doing. Does anyone else want the same

explanation? I'd be happy to demonstrate.

MS. LANIGAN: You know, what would have been

really helpful is to have elevations of the existing

house. You can pretty clearly see what the proposal

the proposal would be a lot clearer if you had that.

MS. HARRIS: I see why there's confusion.

There's a dimension line on the eastern side of the site

plan behind the kitchen.

(Simultaneous comments)

MS. MARCUS: It's only the things with the

arrows on Circle 10 that are new.

CHAIRMAN RANDALL: We don't have anything in

this package that really shows the length, the width of

the new addition, how far the new -- the side addition

projects.

MS. HARRIS: Yes, you do. It's just labeled --

it's not --

CHAIRMAN RANDALL: Okay. So that's 13 feet,
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1 roughly, the side projection. And I have some interest

2 in this too because in the day we were concerned and
F-7
L 3 talking about we had a couple of people who bought a

4 house on .a lot. This lot is what width?

5 MS. MARCUS: It would be 125 feet.

6 MS. WITHERELL: Gloria, do you have the

7 dimensions of the new addition?

8 MS. CAPRON: I would have to -- I think it's 38

9 by 22.

10 MS. HARRIS: Just for clarification, the

11 existing one-story rear addition, that previous addition

12 that includes the family room is the same footprint of.

13 the proposed --

14 MS. CAPRON: That's correct.

15 MS. HARRIS: You're basically just putting a

16 second story --

17 MS. CAPRON: We're putting on a second story.

18 Amt we feel that in doing that we're cleaning up what is

19 a very poor addition to the rear. I think perhaps if

20 Nancy could flip back to that slide. It's a very poor

21 addition in that the materials were not maintained from

22 the existing, and trim boards and cornice and all of that

23 were not maintained. And we feel that this new addition

24 cleans up that whole mistake on materials, materials

25 used.
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(Pause)

I might add, too, that there are several

adjacent properties which have similar massing.

MS. LANIGAN: I'd like to say that I agree with

the staff report. I agree that the front porch is a

character defining element and traditionally have allowed

them to make major alterations to the front of the house,

to the character defining elements.

MS. CAPRON: There are at least two properties

adjacent to this property which.have existing side

porches on four-squares. So there's some argument for

that porch. And it was thought that perhaps in the day,

because of the economies of the people at that time,

maybe there are some models with front porches and some

folks that could afford front or side porches as well.

MS. HARRIS: Well, we understand that there's

certainly a lot of four-squares that do have wrap-Around

side porches, but the point here is that this house

doesn't. And that's one of the interesting things about

an historic district, is that houses that are basically

in the same form do vary in their porches and their

decoration and somewhat in their configuration.

I am a little concerned about -- I notice it's

a large lot, and therefore the lot can hold more house

than some other sites might be able to. But I'm
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concerned also that it's growing rather large, adding on

to it in several different places.

Having already said the piece about the front

porch, I would very much like to see it remain intact as

it is. And that brings up the other point in the staff

report, that if the side porch as proposed is not

constructed then the depth of the kitchen extension seems

to be rather large.

If you include the width of the bay, that would

be a part of the kitchen extension. It is almost

well, you're adding on to the right-hand side of the

house is almost half of the width of the front facade of

the house, which seems to be a little bit much.

I understand from the plan that that space is

probably needed., I think without the porch there the

extension could be there, but I'd like to see it

sharpened up a little bit. And I think you could

probably do that without altering the kitchen

significantly, hopefully.

As to the rear addition, I don't have any

problem with that. I think it's nicely designed. I

think if you were starting from scratch I'd like to bring

in the side walls a little bit, bring the ridge down a

little bit more, but we're not dealing with that. So,

unfortunately, what is there is a little bit smaller.
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1 That difference in the ridge lines in the

2 existing ridges of the hip roof are not going to read

3 very well, especially if you put a dark roof on. That

4 shadow line is not going to be seen much and that's the

5 reason why I'd like to pad a little more difference. But

6 that's not going to be possible here.

7 MS. CAPRON: Back to the side porch, there's

8 really no way of viewing that side garden which is the

9 larger yard. And it would really be nice to be able to

10 enjoy the outdoor spaces if one could work around that

11 side on the porch.

12 CHAIRMAN RANDALL: Commissioners, any comments,

13 observations, motions?

14 MR. CLEMMER: I'm trying to find some heartburn

15 about this, but I'm going to take the extreme on this

16 Commission with Kensington. In this case I just don't

17 find anything I disapprove of. It may sound peculiar,

18 but you've got a large lot. You don't have a 50-foot

19 lot, you have 125 feet of lot here and you can put a wide

20 house in there.

21 I don't have -- the architects on the

22 Commission would be able to conceptualize this. But I am

23 impressed by the fact that the applicants want to enjoy

24 the lot. They want to enjoy the garden-like community

25 that is Kensington's historic district, but you've got to
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If this was a 100-foot lot or an 85-foot lot,

no. But you've got 125 feet, I think, and we're not

confronting one of these 50-foot lots. You've got two-

and-a-half of these 50-foot lots, and I think it can

stand a house that big.

This flies in the face of what I sometimes

preach up here, but I just don't have any heartburn about

it. And I think you should be able to enjoy your house;

you have an appropriate amount of land to put a big house

on.

CHAIRMAN RANDALL: That reflects your

preference generally for doing this, or would it -- I've

got -- well, there's obviously a large amount of property

and it's not the massing as much that's of concern to me.

But I do have some concerns, as Commissioner Lanigan

raised about dealing with really the kind of front

elevation of the house with the projection coming off of

it and the wrap-around porch.

It seems to me that that is some of the

character defining element of the house. While other

homes may have it, similar porches, I think the point is

this one doesn't. And in some cases that would provide

some of the character to a district, the fact that you

have different homes.
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If one were to follow the argument, well,

others have it, then pretty soon in historic districts

where there's some commonality then everybody could have

something that looks identical. And you might as well

have just one home in a district. So I do have some

concern about that aspect of it. I'm not concerned about

the rear addition as much.

Other Commissioners?

MR. BOOTH: Yes. I concur with some of the

thoughts that have been expressed by some of the other

Commissioners. I really can't see altering the front

facade. One of the things that is sort of -- one of our

directives is to preserve the streetscapes and preserve

these facades.

I've been on this Commission long enough to

know that we have rejected a considerable number of

Historic Area Work Permits that were going to alter the

fronts. I can think of one, and all they wanted to do

was to add a window because they wanted more light in the

front parlor. And we turned them down. We said no

because if you throw a window on the front of the house,

you change the front of the house and we can't let that

happen.

And it is character defining to this house, and

that's what makes it different from the house next door,
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which is different from the house next door to that.

If you don't put the wrap-around porch on, then

you might want to think about how else one can appreciate

this side yard. And I would agree it would be nice to be

able to enjoy it.

I'm a little bit concerned about the size and

massing. I don't know quite the dimensions or the

footprint, but it does seem like you're almost doubling

the size of the house, at least the living space of the

house. I look at the plan in Circle 12 and it sort of

looks like a four-square stairways. I mean, it just kind

of got bulked up.

Now, I'm not sure if that was the original

intention of your plan or just the way the house came as

work was done. Because it's a big lot, I don't have

conceptually too many problems with the fact -- I think

it is a little bulky, it's a little bit too large in

massing, but I think the lot can take it. It is a nice

big lot, has some room around it. But I don't think I

could approve altering the front facade.

MS. CAPRON: We also want to take this

opportunity to wrap that porch around because some work

needs to be done to the front porch roof itself. At some

time over the years, if you look at the slide back to the

front porch, someone changed the original front porch.
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And we have a picture here. Changed the roof materials

to a tin roof, standing seam. And we would like to put

roofing materials that are more in keeping with the upper

roof.

MR. BOOTH: What's the --

MS. CAPRON: Slate looking material.

CHAIRMAN RANDALL: Was that --

MS. CAPRON: This was -- pardon me?

CHAIRMAN RANDALL: That wasn't part of this

proposal, was it?

MS. WITHERELL: The proposal just stated that

they would keep materials --

MS. CAPRON: Right.

MS. WITHERELL: That they would not use tin on

the roof.

MR. BOOTH: Well, it currently is tin on the --

MS. CAPRON: Yes. So that someone came along

at some point and did some modification to this front

porch. And we felt that we would like to have the front

porch in keeping with the upper roof which seems --

MR. BOOTH: -- somebody did alterations to the

porch roof and somebody alterations to the house roof.

If the porch roof --

MS. CAPRON: We have a picture here from --

it's obviously a very early picture of the house, and you
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can see that the materials were probably slate. The

thing is this would offer -- we're going to be -- we'd be

working in that area anyway, and it seemed like a good

opportunity to be able to redo any restructuring of the

interior framing and then also wrapping it around.

Aside from that, I'd also bring up the issue of

where the driveway and garage are, they're on the other

side of the house. If the owners don't plan to change

that, and bringing groceries into -- groceries or parcels

into the house, it would be very helpful to have an

outdoor space on that other side that you could delivery

parcels and things directly back to the kitchen area.

As an interior designer, it's important to have

good circulation and good adjacency issues covered. And

that's -- that was what I was looking at. Because if you

look at the existing plan -- I think it might be in the -

- it's in our set of blueprints here. The existing plan

of the house was not good for circulation issues.

The other thing is on the side where the -- the

west side where the porch is at, I think if you look very

closely at the picture, there was another side porch on

that side to give access to that garage area. And

obviously it had a white-painted rear on the one that's

there existing now. Something that was put in perhaps in

the 150s, with the first floor addition.
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I think this picture shows the materials of the

porch roof more clearly like the upper roof. And today,

in the actual slides, you can see a tin roof on the

f ront .

CHAIRMAN RANDALL: Well, we need to come to

grips with this. We still have a good amount of business

left today. Any other Commissioners with other

questions, comments? Motions?

MS. CAPRON: Actually, there are also only two

or three houses that are adjacent to this property that

have side porches. Not all do. I'm just arguing my --

it's not that every house would be the same. And if I

could, I might defer to my folks from Kensington back

here. I think that they wholeheartedly agree that this

would be a good place and a nice addition for this

street.

MR. BRENNEMAN: I probably would prefer it stay

like it is as far as a four-square, but I think if it

were my home and I was looking at it, I would definitely

want to (inaudible) wrap it around. (Inaudible).

MS. HARRIS: Nancy, do we have a slide that's a

view from the street looking at the house?

MS. WITHERELL: I'm not sure -- that's from one

side and then --

(Simultaneous comments)
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MS. HARRIS: Yes. I want to see if the

configuration of the roof matches what's in the

photograph, and it does.

MS. CAPRON: The other thing about this house,

Edith Ray Saul, who's the local historian or keeper of

the library, if you will, for the Historical Society, had

records of a study done on many four-squares in town.

And evidently this is not a typical four-square because

the window fenestration on the front is not symmetrical,

which would give reason to be able to have asymmetrical

front porches.

MS. HARRIS: I think one of the issues that we

need to resolve is roofing materials. And it's hard to

tell from this photograph exactly what they are. It

seems to me that a slate roof on a porch is probably

fairly unusual. Would you agree with that?

Although it's kind of hard to tell from this

photograph, this photograph is at least a little bit

accurate, the date of the original construction, although

I'm sure we're looking at original materials just because

there's dirt lines behind here, the shutters. You can

tell the photographs are at least a few years old, after

the house.

I'm not quite sure how to resolve that. You're

proposing to repeat this later slate-like material in the
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MS. CAPRON: Yes, that's correct. And back to

the case of the Montgomery Avenue house, where you all

approved a side porch in 1987, that also has a slate roof

or a slate-looking roof. And you all approved that side

porch, and that's a four-square with symmetrical windows

on the front, and a porch that you all approved to one

side.

MS. HARRIS: Just from looking at that

photograph, if that roof has been there for any period of

time, it looks like that may be actually slate. But it's

hard to tell by looking at --

MS. CAPRON: Well, this is a tin roof. It was

existing --

(Simultaneous comments)

MS. HARRIS: -- the main roof, whether it's

real slate or substitute slate.

MS. CAPRON: Oh. The existing roof, of course,

is not there. I don't --

MS. HARRIS: -- the main house --

(Simultaneous comments)

MS. CAPRON: -- slate looking, asphalt.

MS. WITHERELL: It looked like slate to me. I

went out to look at it a few days ago. It's real thick

and chipping. Have you been up on the roof? Because I
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was specifically looking to see if it was asphalt or

slate. And it looks like it's been there for quite a

while.

(Simultaneous comments)

MS. WITHERELL: The original. I would guess

that it actually is a slate roof.

MS. MARCUS: And I will throw in my two cents.

In having renovated a number of houses, I have generally

not seen either slate or even composition shingles on a

porch roof. And the reason for that is because the pitch

of the roof is so shallow it's more likely when there's

wind-blown rain for the rain to get pushed out under the

shingles. And when you have a sort of shallow pitched

porch roof to prevent leaks, people generally put metal

on that porch roof, or even -- if they don't have enough

money for metal, they put sort of rolled asphalt or tar

and gravel kind of stuff, which isn't as nice.

But, honestly, in terms of just practicality in

not having roof leaks, a metal roof on your porch would

probably prevent wind-blown rain from coming up under the

shingles there, more than a shingle roof would. That's

just purely a practical comment.

MS. HARRIS: It's a little bit difficult to

tell by looking at this photograph, but if I had to make

a guess the porch roof that's in this photograph looks
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like it could possibly be an asphalt product and actually

like a triangular shingle, because there's no -- it's

more of a slotchy texture.

MS. WITHERELL: It looks like smoother, too.

MS. HARRIS: And it's smoother. It looks very

different from the roof on -- the main roof of the house

on the photograph. It's definitely got a lot of

horizontal lines, and it's definitely not a tin roof. So

the roof over the bay on the left-hand side of the house

does look like it may be slate.

But I would certainly check with the pitch.

First of all, I don't think that a slate roof is

necessarily appropriate for a porch, but I would also --

if it were to be on there, I would be concerned about the

technical aspects of that because you do have to have a

greater slope than with other roofing materials, and I'm

not sure that you have it. Although I don't know what

that requirement is exactly.

MS. CAPRON: I just wanted to add that there

are many instances in Kensington where there are asphalt

products used for roofing materials to match the upper

roofs. In my own home, and I live in the historic

district in a four-square, that is the case and was the

case. And there are many houses that are adjacent to

Morris Library, which is considered the core of the
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0
historic district, which are also done that way.

CHAIRMAN RANDALL: All right.

MS. LANIGAN: I'll make a motion. I move that

that an Historic Area Work Permit be granted in the case

of Thomas and Mary Fisher, 3923 Baltimore Street,

Kensington Historic District, Case Number 31/6-94B.

However, the comment would include the staff

recommendation: which is, the staff recommends that the

Commission finds the proposal, including the rear second

story addition, window alterations on the rear elevation,

and the proposed deck consistent with the criteria in

Chapter 24A(8), provided the porch,extension is not built

and the kitchen addition is shortened to be more

compatible with a four-square plan.

CHAIRMAN RANDALL: That would be shortened by

what degree?

MS. LANIGAN: I'd leave that up to staff.

MS. WITHERELL: Or the applicants.

MS. MARCUS: I think what that would mean is

there would have to be a re-design and a new elevation on

that side, would have to be prepared. And I guess what

you're saying, Commissioner Lanigan, is you're willing to

leave the approval of that elevation to staff rather than

having it come back to the HPC?

MS. LANIGAN: Correct.
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CHAIRMAN RANDALL: Any discussion on the

II motion?

MS. HARRIS: I second it the motion, with a

question to the motion-maker. Do you want to make any

comments regarding the roofing materials?

MS. LANIGAN: I'll leave that up to you.

MS. HARRIS: This is a tricky one. I would

like to amend the motion by saying that the roof on the

main part of the house should match the existing

material, indeed, if is slate. If it's not slate then

perhaps we need a review at the staff level. And the

material on the porch should either be standing seam.

metal or an asphalt product.

MS.- MARCUS: I want to make sure that that's

clear. The roof of the porch would match the existing

material on the upper roof? You're saying --

MS. HARRIS: No. The main roof of the addition

would match the existing material of the existing main

roof. Even if it's slate. That's what they're

proposing.

MR. FISHER: We proposed a slate -- similar

slate, slate-appearing.

MS. HARRIS: It could be a slate product. But

if it's not, if it doesn't match the existing material,

we need to have staff review. If there's real slate up
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there, we want to use the slate. If it's a slate-

substitute product, we need to have staff's review

because it could..be very different.

MS. MARCUS: And then the porch roof would be?

MS. HARRIS: The porch room would either be

standing steam metal, as it is now, or it could stay as

it is now or an asphalt shingle product, which could be

(inaudible).

MR. FISHER: I'm confused. Are you approving

the wrap-around porch?

MS. HARRIS: No.

CHAIRMAN RANDALL: That's not in the motion, so

I'm not even sure why we would be --

MS. HARRIS: Okay. You're correct.

CHAIRMAN RANDALL: I don't think --

MS. HARRIS: There's not.

MR. FISHER: We wouldn't alter that porch roof

at all.

MS. HARRIS: Right. I -- you're correct. I'll

strike that part of the amendment to the motion

concerning the porch roof.

CHAIRMAN RANDALL: Is there discussion on the

motion?

(Simultaneous comments)

CHAIRMAN RANDALL: She seconded, but then you
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added .-- you effectively amended it. Is that an

acceptable --

MS. HARRIS: Is the amendment acceptable to the

motion-maker?

MS. LANIGAN: The amendment is acceptable.

MS. HARRIS: And it's obviously acceptable to

the seconder.

CHAIRMAN RANDALL: Okay.

MRS. FISHER: Could we say one more thing?

CHAIRMAN RANDALL: Go ahead.

MS. CAPRON: The fact that if you look at the

.floor plan on this addition, with respect to the kitchen

bay addition, if we shorten that extension you might

deprive us of an adequate eating area and space that,

again, we'd be able to enjoy that side yard. And we hope

that you would not do that.

And we know that it's very important in order

to get that -- to have that bay at 13 feet, it's very

important to have that wrap-around porch to make the

whole addition work. And I think even in your staff

report it says just exactly that. I think you would be

depriving the owner of that ability. And I think you

should search your souls for that.

CHAIRMAN RANDALL: Okay. Any discussion on the

motion?
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(No response)

CHAIRMAN RANDALL: No discussion on the motion.

I close the public record. Those in favor of the motion

as read, please signify by raising your hand.

(Vote taken)

CHAIRMAN RANDALL: One, two, three, four in

favor of the motion. Those opposed to the motion?

(Vote taken)

CHAIRMAN RANDALL: Commissioner Clemmer and

Commissioner Brenneman. Okay, so the motion carries in

this case.

Staff and you, I guess, will need to have some

discussions as to the roofing materials, to get that

sorted out. That doesn't have to come back before the

Commission. And if you have concerns with the HAWP that

was granted and the conditions and so forth that were

placed on it, you do have the ability to appeal that,

should you choose to, to the Board of Appeals. And staff

will provide you details of that.

Is that 30 days or 45 days?

MS. MARCUS: Thirty.

CHAIRMAN RANDALL: Thirty days after the

issuance of the HAWP. So there is an ability to do that

if you wish to pursue that avenue.

Thank you. We're running late. We're going to
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Members attending were: Shulman (chairman), Dedes, Thompson,
Basle, Wagner, Little, and Gurney.

I. r.sef 31/6-930
Most of the discussion concerning proposed changes in structure of

10415 Armory Ave. indicated agreement with the HPC staff report. The
changes appear to complement the primary resource and preserve more
trees, plantings, and open space. In particular, the applicants
proposal to construct one driveway with two-way traffic rather than a
U-shaped driveway was supported. A motion to approve the plan passed
5 to 1.

IX. rasp# 31/6-94B
The proposal for alterations at 3923 Baltimore St. raised several

considerations.
1. Details and drawings of a proposed rear deck and area beneath

it are not clearly presented because the precise construction has not
been settled on. The back porch is shown extending approximately 9
feet past the west side of the house and would extend across the back
of the house where it is not shown. Mrs. Fisher, present at the
meeting, indicated that the entire back porch is not to be considered
part of the present application, but may be a future submission.

2. A wrap-around extension of the front porch was considered
inappropriate by the HPC staff. LAP discussants brought out examples
of original wrap-around porches on some resource 4-square houses in
Kensington. Also, such additions have been permitted previously. It
was pointed out that although most 4-square houses have symmetrical
window distribution on the front, this house's windows are not
centered, making the asymmetric porch extension less disruptive. A
motion in favor of extending the porch as shown was approved
unanimously. Those voting for the motion also approved the proposed
new kitchen projection.

3. Massing of the rear addition with respect to height bf the hip
roof and failure to discriminate between new and old construction were
discussed. One LAP member not present forwarded comments, read to the
group, favoring reducing the mass of the rear addition to more clearly
indicate new construction. There were 5 votes in favor of a motion to
approve the rear addition as is. One member present plus-the chairman
and the member supplying written comments favored a lower roof line.

III.
Discussion of the Fleming application brought out the fact that

the HPC reviewed a different set of plans on 2/14/94 than those
reviewed at the 2/3/94 LAP meeting. New plans with major changes were
submitted to the HPC the day of its meeting despite Mr. Fleming's
assurance to the LAP that the 2/3/94 plans were final. A motion was
passed unanimously to write to the Chairman of the HPC (with copies to
the County Government) expressing our dismay that the aPC permitted
consideration of the new plans and in so doing bypassed and ignored
the LAP in this important case.
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DESCRIPTION OF WORK:

PHASE I: EAST ELEVATION

First Level Kitchen Addition
( E rtembnwith Bay)
Porch Addhion
wineow,

'PHASE B: NORTH ELEVATION (REAR)

Fist Level wens Porch
Sand Level Marla Bedroom Addition(Alwve

Existing Fhm Flow Addition
bnih M 195Vs)

Upper Level Attic Addhbn and Rea Donner
Lower Lend Enclosed Porch (Rea)

MATERIALS:

SIDM: The mnympwhak roatenals, ahninum
siding ofd. 50'. addkiat
will be temovd and tephwd abh wood
siding and trko to send, the original
so, +me.

WINDOWS a
DOORS: Widows, door and trim deuih will rnvt h

esistint. added a per the drawing. Door
and Widow trim details Rom the original
design ere to b teed ti—gh ut the new
.ddhiom with transomd d, adbbnal
chart es shown In the Plata widow d
dom had and sill derails are to
be m.imained anku otherwise specified by
the ekMioss

ROOF: New Roofing materials tw the new reef
plan will be shingles slmd m eI—ly
match the cola of the exiatm ng main est.
The rd Flooding cant tin mE
(research shows thb roof m..W h Std
criginallwill be removed.

Fisher
Residence

THE WORK

The workbelades popoxd changes to the Mature, wining
alteraioru and additions in aardaae with the The Smnery of
the 
ha., 

standards Rehblitaicn and Guidelines for
Rchabilitkrg Historic Buildings. These, plans renew the changes
requested by HPC Suff after • wrap a tad porch design wen not
appovod a the March UPC mewing. This design h • madif—ien
of w Initial design. It adnnsa east the — ncd, for an
updated, enlarged dfictan'kkchen and breakfast as with adjacent
outdoor porch, service entry, Mane, Bedroom and Bah an,,, with
adequate elmeb and storage. However. it does asst )nelede the
stem to the khehee frog the from perch.

The owmr Is willing 10 go shed ax with this design because of the
I— of three ad marry assoNad with holding up the project.
Although, these b still —""fa. n to wiry they ere being
asked m p— . pact which has bar an aigNRrntly shoed

After closer review of the guidelines it should be noted that on
page 57 (Ssavuey ofthe Irnerion Sundads for RehMlhsim and
Ouidclbw fa Rehabilitating Historic Buildings. (ttder Not

t6 ad Sa_ deco erode Re,,,,i..m..ns F.Innm
andPorcho, it reds that mar Loan of porches m charaaler
denwiwg elevatbns of historic building to trot, pnalve m.,
,~on m alrlak nalbela art as —.-tied bea.se
the, as damage and destroy the hhtork appearance and
hams deflning real.— IF 'his Is va, the i-iony of de
chv dafming festmes ofthk an,rcbne hoe been destroyed or

been compromised due W mcsulve alterations such a: the
eelonm of tin From porch with glazing and swans, mmcd l
subninrtima to the limn porch roof and the I ppropime maeial
shim ter On, exMfng rra oddiltm and tar ruin. The gaatla
for the HPC le: Should the oween be e.pertd to preserve
what has bees dramaticelly damagd or destroyed?
Farther this a,mpramhe design data em MRn an of the
—.e.=
The gal of the overall taw design, h no add raw ddhims which
address the ow,naa steals and desig. the wow work I. the spirit of
the origial etruaae (bef it was a terNhwbh • deed, approach
that m.ta ales who h nMerie From what h 

To address the owners wW% on the fits Row. the program
h,eludea: updated kitchen aWinsaet, • able space kitehm, barrier
Fee tan amen apace, and . mesh needed service entry to give
direct access to tit kkhen From the covered aide porch.
Muimum hmafonalhy of the kineen Interim Is obnafced by
adding •bay --I- to the East aldr of the hoax (PHASE I )
which a h— the ehpe of the by window m the Wen aide a W
gives the owns deq-. spare fn making 0. interior changes.
Since there ere few windows due to the existing location suit en
the east side of the boom the attached porch addition gives the
owns the .biliy in view, ere side garden and have an random sea
f —hi-we an Fite Fin Side.

The aeewd flow addition and auk extension se the tea is fligh,ly
set back to dininguish the original anuctae hot, site dditia The
em back is dictated by the original First floor addhloo.

The new coign ad overall plan of the interim specs also
improves the traffic pan— and adjacency issues that — pnabhro
wkh one original plan efde first and scud floors.

PLOT PLAN
SC . - a -

In keeping with the Guidelines the styling of the proposed new
work Is different but in the with of the original m,.nme, however
the new maed.h art cantatani and blend with the original
atrnctrve aM the neighborhood. The avr material choices resolve
the need for a better transition berwaa the original aunerave and
it. 1950, ddhim ew,aty finished with aluninum siding. (See
photograph erfexiative bwee).

MEN

5C/.LE I'•.~d o' CA.—

WE ~e si.~~ APPAMED

I
PLOT_PLAN

• 3923 Baltimore Street Kensington, Maryland 20895 ti 1



HI9TORY:
7M Fishw Raid— 6 • ehv 1910 Far Sq— Home lomd
on two and • hsif lob, 910, 11, and 12 d 3921 Rahimae Soset in
K—fttm Mwyhnd

It It. been owned by the strrmt Mr. Fithets fd. and family
tins 1947. d currThe sm aatl new —will be Mr. Tbomu
hhFw wk!his wife Mwy lane. They plm to purchm the hoot
Own his 11t0.6 ettale od are Y esd0d sboul mtavaig h for _ 1 •n..w ...ono... -

dw needs of dwir f lly. Senora of ftb mmy f ly ties m 

trae.nssr

tevesal homes In Kauinrt dw Fig— have a 0ra1 spinecin
fm the so lty. They abo hate a Bpcat appreciation fw the
mwoY history ud .hhectue.

SOUTH ELEVATION
SCALE 1/4"- 1-

Fisher
Residence. 3923 Baltimore

I I I I

_1 rwm.tw unww •nineH  _...___..._ _ ̂ =44rowanei F._ ~. o+.es »w~ aee-o«

NORTH ELEVATION
9 ALE V" v Cr

Street . • Kensington, Maryland 20895

GLORIA GAPRON
INTERIOR
DESIGN

10763 MONTGOMERY AVENUE

KENSINGTON. MARYLAND

20695

(301)9)1-0140



NOTE: The- h a nrag eoece- wtth the rrfaed plaa
whkb ind da ate llllatkm shrggald by HPC SIT. Ma
Namy With—IL This plan Is —ide-d . eompomix to jive

the owns am ability to begin the project with" km or U7 mac
time or otor". This pt.. does a" jive the owaen their
-W-1 preg-m req.est for . Menke -try t. the khebea.
This tad wes add—.d by the arl&W p e" of. eeve-d
weep a round aide porch whkh art typically fe"d m Fom Square
Houam k Ranakpon The o—t will M have dked aeeem to
the kitchen berhh the hoot meet We of the house to, taking In
peons and peal. The origiml floor pi. d this blase is .
esenple of pour plembg wiles h was desipKd baame of the
ralhete location dtho kitchen rote drl.ewq.

h ehwld .Ian be noted tW the tad patch cm tequhes the
.oaP. of . portable tango a tequatd by the o 71te
patabk rmhp loeadohh aim needs to be looted elm No tat bad of
the house becmee ofthe sloping pale k the -an.

The ben milm"M for -e pre mm Is: the peposed Ikon plm
which iml Wm dhc mat, vomd po A of the orillh ai popm.L
FuNlernhae, it b ant f ak fa the Danes to -locate the kitehm
m the wen Ak w impheveseoessUlility, . wan suggestd k the
Much HPC MEI ITNO. It thould .1. be ndd that Ile HPC has
appm•d Iwo doer side padhea k the lea year doe to the spedal
rods of doe owners,

At— Rod. study of the popery pate. h —also agreed ( by
W ltha.IL Capraq And Fisher) " ddhfaul peg at the side
path In it. new design would be very nap and not give the
ownhas . god ttauh towed their desced mietion fa a better
se-ke elhtry.
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Fisher
Residence 3923 Baltimore Street Kensington, Maryland 20895
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PP
8787 Georgia Avenue e Silver Spring. Maryland 20910.3760

MEMORANDUM

TO: Robert Hubbard, Acting Chief
Division of Development Services and Regulation
Department of Environmental Protection

FROM: Gwen Marcus, Historic Preservation Coordinator
Design, Zoning, and Preservation Division
M-NCPPC

SUBJECT: Historic Area Work Permit

DATE: S %

The Montgomery Historic Preservation Commission has reviewed the
attached application for a Historic Area Work Permit. The appli-
cation was:

_+ Approved

Approved with Conditions:

Denied.

The Building Permit for this project should be issued conditional
upon adherance to the approved Historic Area'Work Permit.

Applicant:

Address:



Historic Preservation Commission

51 Monroe Street, Suite 1001,, Rockville, Maryland 20650 ,
217-3625

APPLICATION FOR
HISTORIC AREA WORK PERMIT

r

TAX ACCOUNT #

NAME OF PROPERTY OWNER "ra '
`y 4,r' ~ ~} f

TELEPHONE NO

(Contract/Purchaser) ~' / `~~ fir`~~ r (Include Area. Code)

ADDRESS 
4,, CIr 4,'e

CITY 6 STATE ':, a ZIP_

CONTRACTOR 
~ r _. r T 

1`fi,: TELEPHONE NQ's 

CONTRACTOR REGISTRATION NUMBER

PLANS PREPARED BY !rF I'~~~ ~~ ~°~' TELEPHONE N0.'~ j'

(Include Area Code)

REGISTRATION NUMBER

LOCATION OF BUILDING/PREMISE

House Number '= Street
I

Town/City

7''_
F ~r

Election District

Nearest Cross Street

Lot Block. Subdivision

Liber r Folio '` Parcel

1A. TYPE OF PERMIT ACTION.: (circle one) Circle One: A/C Slab Room Addition

Construct rExtend/Add_ Alter/Renovate Repair Porch, Deck Fireplace Shed Solar Woodburning Stove

Wreck/Raze Move Install Revocable Revision Fence/Wall ("complete Section 4) Other

1B. CONSTRUCTION COSTS ESTIMATE $ V

1C. IF THIS IS A REVISION OF A PREVIOUSLY APPROVED ACTIVE PERMIT SEE PERMIT #

10. INDICATE NAME OF ELECTRIC UTILITY COMPANY --"
1E. IS THIS PROPERTY A HISTORICAL SITE?

PART TWO: COMPLETE FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION AND EXTEND/ADDITIONS
2A. TYPE OF SEWAGE DISPOSAL 2B. TYPE OF WATER SUPPLY

01 C0 WSSC 02 ( 1 Septic 01 01) WSSC 02 ( ) Well
03 (1 Other 03 ( ► Other

PART THREE: COMPLETE ONLY FOR FENCE/RETAINING WALL
4A. HEIGHT feet inches
4B. Indicate whether the fence or retaining wall is to be constructed on one of the following locations:

1. On party line/Property line
2. Entirely on land of owner
3. On public right of way/easement (Revocable Letter Required).

I hereby certify that I have the authority to make the foregoing application, that the application is correct, and that the construction will comply with
plans approved by all agencies listed and I hereby acknowledge and accept this to be a condition for the issuance of this permit,

Signature of owner or authorized agent (agent must have signature notarized on back) Date

'
Ir

APPROVED ~~ For ChairperW_ Historic Preservation Qmmission

DISAPPROVED

APPLICATION/PERMIT NO:
DATE FILED:
DATE ISSUED:
OWNERSHIP CODE:

FILING FEE:$
PERMIT FEE: $
BALANCE $
RECEIPT NO: FEE WAIVED:

SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR INSTRUCTIONS



THE FOLLOWING ITEMS M  COMPLETED AND THE REQUIRED DOCUMENTS MUST ACCOMPANY THIS i
APPLICATION

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED WORK: (including composition, color and texture of materials to be used:)

(If more space is needed, attach additional sheets on plain or lined paper to this application)

ATTACH TO THIS APPLICATION (2) COPIES OF: SUCH SITE PLANS (lot dimensions, building location with dimensions,
drives, walks, fences, patios, etc. proposed or existing) and/or ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS (floor plans, elevations, etc.),
PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE AREA AFFECTED, as are necessary to fully describe the proposed work.

MAIL OR DELIVER THE APPLICATION AND ALL REQUIRED DOCUMENTS TO THEN
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
51 MONROE STREET, SUITE 1001
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20850
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION STAFF REPORT

Address: 3923 Baltimore Street Meeting Date: 4/13/94

Resource: Kensington Historic District Review:HAWP/Alteration

Case Number: 31/6-94B REVISED Tax Credit: No

Public Notice: 3/30/94 Report Date: 4/6/94

Applicant: Thomas and Mary Jane Fisher Staff: Nancy Witherell

PROPOSAL: Construct side porch/addition RECOMMEND: Approve w/
condition

On February 23, 1994, the applicants appeared before the Commis-
sion for approval of alterations and additions at 3923 Baltimore
Street, a primary resource in the Kensington Historic District.
At that meeting, the HPC approved the HAWP (including a rear
addition and some alterations) with two conditions: 1) that the
front porch not be continued around the corner and right side of
the house; and, 2) that the kitchen extension be shortened from
the proposed 13 feet, with the final design and dimensions to be
approved by the staff.

The applicants are returning to the HPC for a revision to that
HAWP, which has not been issued. The applicants are retaining
the kitchen at its previously proposed size, rather than reducing
it as voted by the HPC. Further, the proposal introduces a side
porch to serve as a transitional element to the kitchen addition.

STAFF DISCUSSION

The HPC's discussion and vote at the February 23rd meeting fo-
cused on the continuation of the front porch around the corner
and how that would constitute an inappropriate alteration. The
front porch is a character-defining feature that should be re-
tained in its original configuration, and the new section of
porch matched the original section, leading to a concern that is.
addressed in Secretary's Standard #9 (differentiating the new
work from the old). The proposed porch extension did serve as a
transition to the kitchen addition, however, and mitigated the
13' projection of the one-story addition.

The current proposal retains the 13' extension of the porch (9 1,

with an additional 4' projection for the canted bay) and adds a
side porch that is substantially similar to the previous porch
extension, except that it is a separate structure. The side
porch is (as before) approximately 9' in width and comes forward
on the side elevation almost as far as the front corner. The



1* 0
dimension of the porch length is slightly under 16 1;

footprint of the proposed porch addition (excluding
is approximately 54 square feet.

the overall
the kitchen)

In the staff's judgment, the porch extends too far forward on the
side elevation, and should be pulled back approximately.3 feet so
that the front edge of the porch aligns with the front edge of
the side window. (In an elevation drawing, the front corner
column would be superimposed over part of the window; in reality,
the window and column would not be in the same plane.) The
staff's reasons for recommending the reduction are that it would
provide for a greater separation between the two porches, for
greater separation between the new.side porch roof and the second
story window above it, and for a more emphatic sense of the side
porch as being part of the new kitchen element.

The kitchen addition is shown the same size as before because the
applicants believe they cannot reduce the dimensions. The staff
continues to find it large for a Four Square plan, but finds (as
discussed in the previous staff report) that, in conjunction with
another element on the side elevation serving as a transition, it
could be acceptable. The staff finds the side porch satisfactory
as such a transitional element because it is mostly open, it
overlooks a generous side yard, and it improves the connection
between the side elevation and the front wall of the kitchen
addition.

The proposed side porch has columns that are more slender in
diameter than those on the front porch, that are full length
rather than half columns on piers, and that are connected by
simple square balusters rather than the panelled balustrade used
on the front porch. The new porch should look ancillary to the
front porch. The plans state that both porches will have a
shingled roof to match the color of the main roof. (The standing
metal of the front porch, not an original roof, will be
replaced.)

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

The staff recommends that the Commission find the proposal an
acceptable alteration and consistent with the purposes of Chapter
24A, particularly 24A-8(b)1:

The proposal will not substantially alter the exterior
features of an historic site, or historic resource within an
historic district;

and with Standard #9:_

New additions, exterior alterations, or related new con-
struction shall not destroy historic materials that charac-
terize the property. The new work shall be differentiated
from the old and shall be compatible with the massing, size,
scale, and architectureal features to protect the historic
integrity of the property and its environment.
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Historic Preservation CommissioKi;1'=~~{

51 Monroe Street, Suite 1001, Rockville, Maryland 20850
217-3625

APPLICATION FOR
HISTORIC AREA WORK. PERMIT
TAX ACCOUNT# Ioao42l
NAME OF PROPERTY OWNER Z-1An& :D z " ✓ f is 11ct TELEPHONE NO.~ 

Q 
—7C '71

(Contract/PurchaS r) C (Include Area Code)

ADDRESS ~9~ 9EM514JF MA) EN M D 2~
CITY _ _  STATE

CONTRACTOR ~i iher
.
~ 94 ri2r_ ~~ , InC TELEP 

0iCO
P
NTRACTOR REGISTRATION NUMBER

PLANS PREPARED BY G~CI~! p CAA rC-L TELEPHONE N0.
(Include_ Area Code)

REGISTRATION NUMBER

LOCATION OF BUILDING/PREMISE

House Number 3 L? 3 Street i~Q 1 (YIOr ( C
. t

Town/City

Nearest Cross Street

Lot ~~

J 

/ Block

Libor' o Folio ,RD.r

Election District

l' u4- ttiIENUE

Subdivision W'56 J_ IAj6, V Ai

Parcel 
.

1A. TYPE OF PERMIT ACTION: (circle one)

Construct fxtend/Add Alter/Renovate Repair

Wreck/Raze Move Install Revocable Revision

Circle One: A/C Slab Room Addition

Porch Deck Fireplace Shed Solar Woodburning Stove

Fence/Wall (complete Section 4). Other

1B. CONSTRUCTION COSTS ESTIMATE $ L AJ11 1 A !
1C. IF THIS IS A REVISION OF A PREVIOUSLY APPROVED ACTIVE PERMIT SEE PERMIT #

1D. INDICATE NAME OF ELECTRIC UTILITY COMPANYPC~U

1E. IS THIS PROPERTY A HISTORICAL SITE?

PART TWO: 60MPLETE FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION AND EXTEND/ADDITIONS
2A. TYPE SEWAGE DISPOSAL 28.

01 WSSC 02 ( ) Septic

03 ( ). Other

TYPE OF WATER SUPPLY

01 IX) WSSC 02 ( ) Well

03 ( ) Other

PART THREE: COMPLETE ONLY FOR FENCE/RETAINING WALL
4A. HEIGHT feet inches

4B. Indicate whether the fence or retaining wall is to be constructed on one of the following locations:

1. On party line/Property line
2. Entirely on land of owner
3. On public right of way/easement (Revocable Letter Required).

1 hereby certify that I have the authority to make the foregoing application, that the application is correct, and that the construction will comply with

plans approved by all agencies listed and I hereby acknowledge and accept this to be a condition for the issuance of this permit.

Signature of owner or authorized agent (agent must have signature notarized on back) 0ate



2. Statement of Project Intent:

Short, written statement that describes:

a. the proposed design of the new work, in terms of scale, massing,
materials, details, and landscaping:

b. the relationship of this design to the existing resource(s):

c. the way in which the proposed work conforms to the specific
requirements of the Ordinance (Chapter 24A):

3. Project Plan:

Site and environmental setting, drawn to scale (staff will advise on
area required). Plan to include:

a. the scale, north arrow, and date;

b. dimensions and heights of all existing and proposed structures;

c. brief description and age of all structures (e.g., 2 story, frame
house c.1900);

d. grading at no less than 5' contours (contour maps can be obtained
from the Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning Commission,
8787 Georgia Avenue, Silver Spring; telephone 495-4610); and

e. site features such as walks, drives, fences, ponds, streams, trash
dumpsters, mechanical equipment, and landscaping.

4. Tree Survey: If applicable, tree survey indicating location, caliper
and species of all trees within project area which are 6" in caliper or
larger (including those to be removed).

-2-
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5. Design Features: Schematic construction plans drawn to scale at 1/8"
=1'-0", or 1/4" = 1'-0", indicating location, size and general type of
walls, window and door openings, roof profiles, and other fixed features
of both the existing resource(s).and the proposed work.

6. Facades: Elevation drawings, drawn to scale at 1/8" = 1'0", or 1/4" _
1 10", clearly indicating proposed work in relation to existing
construction and, when appropriate, context. All materials and fixtures
proposed for exterior must be noted on the elevations drawings. An
existing and a proposed elevation drawing.. of each _facade affected by -the
proposed work is required.

7. Materials Specifications: General description of materials and
manufactured items proposed for incorporation in the work of the project.

S. Photos of Resources: Clearly labeled color photographic prints of
each facade of existing resource, including details of the affected
portions. All labels should be placed on the front of photographs.

9. Photos of Context: Clearly labeled color photographic prints of the
resource as viewed from the public right-of-way and from adjoining
properties, and of the adjoining and facing properties.

Color renderings..and models are encouraged, but not generally required.

Applicant shall submit 2 copies of all materials in a format no larger
than 8 1/2" x 14"; black and white photocopies of color photos are acceptable
with the submission of one original photo.

10. Addresses of Adjacent Property Owners. For all projects, provide an
accurate list of adjacent and confronting property owners (not tenants),
including names, addresses, and zip codes. This list should include the
owners of all lots or parcels which adjoin the parcel in question, as
well as the owner(s) of lot(s) or parcel(s) which lie directly across
the street/highway from the parcel in question. If you need assistance
obtaining this information, call the Department of Assessments and
Taxation, at 279-1355.
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Address
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City/Zip
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THOMAS F. and MARY
9804 Kensington
Kensington, MD

March 22, 1994

Dear Chairman and Commissioners

JANE FISHER
Parkway.
20895

With this letter we are submitting our revised drawings for
our application for a Historic Area Work Permit for 3923
Baltimore Street, .Kensington. We are life long residents of
Kensington and wish to buy my boyhood home which has been in the
family for over 50 years.

Just as each of us as individuals are different each of us
have certain needs. As we began to work with Mrs. Capron we
listed those needs for the interior of the house. The kitchen
was the biggest challenge. We feel the kitchen addition is
neither minor nor grandiose but then again neither is the house.
We felt the original plan of a wrap around porch, which is not
unlike existing four square houses in the community, was the best
solution to bringing the south (front) and east (kitchen side)
elevations into harmony. In deference to your February denial of
changing the front of the house we propose a covered side porch
on the south side of the originally proposed kitchen. The size
of the kitchen extension was not an issue until the wrap around
porch was denied. We will not have the convenience of access
under this revision because stairs to the yard would be
overbearing considering, the topography of the lot but we do feel
it is the best alternative.for transition to the kitchen addition
as originally designed as well as allowing us to enjoy the azalea
gardens and boxwoods on the southeastern portion of the property.
Again, we are not changing anything on the front of the house.

We do have a great appreciation for the preservation of
Kensington. That was why our original proposal included the
changing of the 1950s aluminum siding to wood, changing the
openings on this addition to be more compatible with the style of
the house, and the removal of the screened partitions from the
front porch. We still propose these changes but we still have
needs as a family that we wish to meet, such as the kitchen.
This is, after all, a family's home for living and growing up in,
not a historic museum!

Aside from our revised proposal we would like to
address/bring to your attention a few circumstances surrounding
our first hearing in February. Nancy Witherall had told us at
our first meeting that she would not recommend a wrap around
porch but she noted she had also not recommended the same on two



other occasions in the past year- and they were approved. We
grabbed that ray of hope and went forward. After filing our
application, we asked Nancy what we should expect in the three
weeks before the hearing. She said we would probably receive a
call from the LAP and be asked to attend their meeting prior to
the hearing. We did not receive any call or notice of an LAP
meeting but Mrs. Capron, our designer, who is also a resident of
the Kensington Historical Area, heard about the scheduled meeting
so we attended. During the course of the meeting there was great
discussion of a project on Washington Street and how the builder
had come to them with revised drawings and they had finally
passed but by a very slim margin. The discussion went on to the
HPC hearing of this builder and how he had yet again revised the
drawings since the LAP meeting. What was their purpose if this
was allowed to take place they asked. It was decided they would
write a letter to the Commission with their complaints. When our
proposal was brought to the table there was minimal discussion of
the wrap around porch and kitchen and it was unanimously
approved. There was more lengthily discussion of the massing but
again it was approved but not unanimously. We left the LAP
meeting with the feeling that we had their approval of our
project.

On the night of our hearing their were four people who spoke
on our application: Dr. Schulman, chairman of the LAP; Mrs.
Wilkes, a member of the LAP;. Mrs. O'Malley, a resident of
Kensington but not an adjoining property owner; and Mr. Robinson,
the Chairman of the Kensington Historical Society. After the LAP
report was given and all four people spoke I looked at my husband
and said, "They are not just talking about our application, they
are angry and addressing the Washington Street issue!".

Did their passionate arguments have a part in one phase of
our application being denied? We will never know! Why can
members of the LAP come before the commission to argue what their
group has already approved, even if it was not a unanimous
approval? We the applicants get one voice, not two! If we had
had any indication that there was opposition by townspeople we
would have asked our supporters to attend. We were led to
believe that the LAP was the spokesgroup for the townspeople yet
Mrs. O'Malley had copies of our drawings and perhaps the
application as well. We sympathize with the LAP on the
Washington Street issue but not.when it is fought under cover of
another application. We hope that the future will see changes
that will enable all parties involved to be informed and
forthright.

We are most anxious to move forward and to receive your
approval on these revisions.

Sincerely, ,

Tom & Mary Jane i;Ffsher
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DESCRIPTION OF WORK:

PHASE I: EAST ELEVATION

First Level Kitchen Addition
( 

Extensionwith Bay)
Porch Addition
Windows

PHASE 11: NORTH ELEVATION (REAR)

First Level ' West Side Porch
Second Level Master Bedroom Addition (Above

Existing First Floor Addition
built in 1959i)

Upper Level Attic Addition and Rear Dormer
Lower Level Enclosed Porch (Rear)

MATERIALS:

SIDING: The unsympathetic materials, aluminum
siding ofthe 50's addition
will be removed and replaced with wood
siding and trim to match the original
struchm.

WINDOWS &
DOORS: Windows, doors and trim details will match

existing. added as per the drawings Door
and Window trim details from the original
design are to be used throughout the new
additions with transoms and additional
detail as shown in the plans. Window &
door head and sill details are to
be maintained unless otherwise specified by
the elevations

ROOF: New Roofing materials for the new roof
plan will be shingles selected to closely
match the color of the existing main root
The red standing seam tin roof
(research shows this roof material is 

not

original) will be removed.

Fisher
Residence

The work includes proposed changes to the structure, existing
alterations and additions in accordance with the The Secretary of

the Interior's, Standards for Rehablitation and Guidelines for

Rehabiliting Historic Buildings These plans reflect the changes

requested by HPC Staff after a wrap a round porch design was not

approved at the March HPC meeting. Ibis design is a modification

of our initial design. It adresses most the owners needs for an

updated, enlarged efficient kitchen and breakfast area with adjacent

outdoor porch, service entry, Master Bedroom and Bath area with
adequate closets and storage. However, it does not include the
access to the kitchen from the front porch.

The owner is willing to go ahead with this design because of the
loss of time and money associated with holding up the project.
Although, there is still some confusion as to why they are being
asked to preserve a porch which has been so significantly altered

Alter closer review of the guidelines it should be noted that on
page 57 (Secretary of the Interiors Standards for Rehabilitation and
Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings, (under h1a
Recommended) Health  nd Safen rode R uirements_ Entrances
and Porches, it reads that the enclosure of porches on character
defining elevations of historic buildings to create passive solar
collectors or airlock vestibules are not recommended because
they can damage and destroy the historic appearance and
character defining features If this is a% the integrity of the
character-defining features of this structure have been destroyed or

been compromised due to extensive alterations such as: the

enclosure of the front porch with glazing and screens, material

substitutions to the front porch roof and the inappropriate material
choice for the existing rear addition and rear =its. The question

for the HPC is: Should the owners be expected to preserve

what has been dramatically damaged or destroyed?

Furthermore, this compromise design does not fulfill all of the
owner's needs

The goal of the overall new design it to add new additions which

address the owners needs and design the new work in the spirit of

the original structure (before it was altered),with a fresh approach

that makes clear what is historic from what is new.

To address the owners needs, on the first floor, the program

includes: updated kitchen appliances, a table space kitchen, barrier

free turn around space, and a much needed service entry to give
direct access to the kitchen from the covered side porch.
Maximum functionality of the kitchen interior is obtained by

adding a bay extension to the East side of the house (PHASE I )

which echoes the shape of the bay window on the West side and
gives the owner adequate space for making the interior changes.
Since there are few windows due to the existing location stairs on

the cast side of the house, the attached porch addition gives the
owner the ability to view the side garden and have an outdoor men
for multi-use on the East Side.

The second floor addition and attic extension to the rear is slightly
set back to distinguish the original structure from the addition. The
set back is dictated by the original first floor addition.

The new design and overall plan of the interior spaces also
improves the traffic pattern and adjacency issues that are problems
with the original plan of the first and second floors..

3 923 Baltimore Street
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In keeping with the Guidelines the styling of the proposed new
work is different but in the spirit of the original structure, however
the new materials are consistent and blend with the original
structure -and the neighborhood. The new material choices resolve
the need for a barer transition between the original structure and
its 1950s addition currently finished with aluminum siding. (See
photographs of existing house).
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HISTORY:

Ile Fisher Residence is a circa 1910 Four Square House located
on two and a half lots, #10, 11, and 12 at 3923 Baltimore Street in
Kensington, Maryland.

It has been owned by the etnrent Mr. Fisher's father and family
since 1947. The son and current new owners will be Mr. Thomas
Fisher and his wife Mary Jane. They plan to purchase the house I r„A,o,w .DV N' 4rawtti s~nn
from his father's estate and are very excited about renovating it for -
the needs of their funily. Because of their many family tics to
several homes in Kensington, the Fishers have a great appreciation
for the community. They also have a great appreciation for the
town's history and architecture.
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NOTE: There is a strong concern with the revised plan
which includes modifications suggested by HPC Staff, Ms.
Nancy Witherall. This plan is considered a compromise to give
the owner the ability to begin the project without loss of any more
time or money. This plan does not give the owners their
original program request for a service entry to the kitchen.
This need was addressed by the original proposal of a covered
wrap a round side porch which are typically found on Four Square
Houses in Kensington. The owners will not have direct access to
the kitchen from the front street side of the house for taking in
groceries and parcels. The original floor plan of this house is an
example of poor planning when it was designed because of the
remote location of the kitchen to the driveway.

It should also be. noted that the front porch also requires the
acceptance of a portable ramp as requested by the owners.The
portable ramp location also needs to be located close to the front of
the house because of the sloping grade to the rear.

The best solution for the program is: the proposed floor plan
which includes the wrap around porch of the original proposal.
Furthermore, it is not feasible for the owners to relocate the kitchen
to the west side to improve accessiblility, as was suggested in the
March HPC MEETING. It should also be noted that the HPC has
approved two other side porches in the last year due to the special
needs of the owners.

After further study of the property grade, it was also agreed ( by
Witherall, Capron, And Fisher) that additional steps to the side
porch in the new design would be very steep and not give the
owners a good result toward their desired solution for a better
service entry.
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION STAFF REPORT

Address: 3923 Baltimore Street

Resource:Kensington Historic District

Case Number: 31/6-94B

Public Notice: 2/9/94

Applicant: Thomas and Mary Fisher

PROPOSAL: Alterations and additions

Meeting Date: 2/23/94

Review: HAWP/Alteration

Tax Credit: Partial

Report Date: 2/16/94

Staff: Nancy Witherell

RECOMMEND: Approval with
conditions

The applicants propose modifications and additions to a house
that is designated a primary resource in the Kensington Historic
District. The house is identified in the earliest category of
houses (1880-1910), although Mr. Fisher, who was raised in the
house, states that it was built after 1910. The house is a Four
Square-type house, with its original wood siding, a hipped roof,
and a three-bay facade. The centered front porch, typical for
its time and house type, has a hip roof and round columns on
paneled wooden piers. The house has a generous yard comprising
more than two of the original 50' lots.

From the front, the house retains its historic character, despite
minor alterations such as the screens on part of the porch and
the metal stair railing. The house has a one-story addition at
the rear (clad with aluminum siding) that the applicants and
staff agree is not compatible with the architectural character of
the house.

The proposal includes removing the screened partitions from the
front porch and the aluminum siding from the rear addition (both
eligible for the tax credit). The openings at the rear would
also be made more compatible with the style of the house. The
metal front stair railings would be removed and replaced with
wooden railings with capped posts.

Additions to the house include:

1) a wrap-around extension to the front porch with a resulting
broadening of the center hipped section of the porch roof;

2) building a kitchen addition ending with an additional bay
extension on the side (east) elevation of the house behind the
proposed porch extension (a door would enter the kitchen from the
far end of the new porch section);



0 0
3 constructing a second story addition above the one-story 
1950s rear addition, thereby extending the hipped roof;

4) constructing a deck on the northwest corner of the addition
(a future porch is indicated on the first floor plans and a
second-story porch is indicated on the site plan, but the eleva-
tions show only a proposed first-floor open side deck).

STAFF DISCUSSION

The staff finds the second story addition and the rear/side deck
generally consistent with the purposes of the ordinance. The
staff notes the slight reduction in the size of the hip faces for
the second story rear addition, thereby retaining the line,
however faintly, of the existing hip roof. The addition of the
second story does eliminate the original fenestration pattern at
the rear, but the Commission has approved similar alterations on
numerous occasions. The character of the generous yard would not
be affected adversely by the construction of a second story room.

The staff finds the extension of the porch to be inconsistent
with the principal that major alterations are to be concentrated
toward the rear of the house if at all possible. Since the
street facade of the house is virtually intact (except for the
screens, which are to be removed), the staff recommends that the
porch design and roof shape not be altered.

The staff has recommended against the same -kind of front porch
alterations twice within the past year on houses in the Kensing-
ton Historic District (the Myers property at 10415 Armory Avenue,
and the Andreason property at 3927 Washington Street). In both
cases, the HPC approved the porch alteration. The staff contin-
ues to raise the same objection that it did with the Andreason
case: that the typical Four Square porch is centered on the front
facade.

If the HPC approves the porch, the 13' projection of the kitchen
addition is more acceptable. (The kitchen projection--and the
porch width--is approximately 9 1; the bay projection is an addi-
tional 4 1.) However, if the porch alteration is not approved,
the HPC should consider a kitchen projection of less than 13 1, as
that is a very large side addition for a Four Square-plan house.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

The staff recommends that the Commission find the proposal,
including the rear second story addition, the window alterations
on the rear elevation, and the proposed deck consistent with the
criteria in Chapter 24A-8, provided the porch extension is not
built and the kitchen addition is shortened to be more compatible
with the Four Square plan.

Criterion 8(b)1:

The proposal will not substantially alter the exterior



features of an historic site, or historic resource
within an historic district;

and, Standard #2:

The historic character of a property shall be retained and
preserved. The removal of historic materials or alteration
of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be
avoided.
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Historic Preservation Commission

51 Monroe Street, Suite 1001, Rockville, Maryland 20850
217-3625

APPLICATION FOR
HISTORIC AREA WORK PERMIT
TAX ACCOUNT # Z020 4 1

NAME OF PROPERTY OWNER G - P FS r f TELEPHONE NO.~ ~ -71- 3 e,
(Contract/Purchas r) 5 £ = (Include Area Code)

ADDRESS ! ;;2ajW5MA)~~U0 EAJ 512=77_& M %) 2C

CONTRACTOR t'isher 94
CIT  _

race_ h ~~ ~ 1^e
STATE 1

- TELEP ONE N0. (Qa ZIP

CONTRACTOR REGISTRATION NUMBER Amy,— Ail i" '~ ~ctS4ff TO-~
PLANS PREPARED BY t. 

~~+ 
I MJ iA 0,41206L TELEPHONE NO.

_ (Include_ Area Code)
REGISTRATION NUMBER

LOCATION OF BUILDING/PREMISE

House Number _ 3 q2 Street BLz 41 /YI O(-C: _r) T/- CE:-~

Town/City Election District

Nearest Cross Street i~D I7 t7 F I (t i, U El) U E

Lot f l Block 10 Subdivision WE`i(J`~IAJ6VA) A,4PK

Liber /2V Folio --2D5 Parcel

1A. TYPE OF PERMIT ACTION: (circle one)
Construct Extend/Add Alter/Renovate
Wreck/Raze Move Install Revocable

Circle One: A/C Slab
Repair Porch Deck Fireplace Shed
Revision Fence/Wall (complete Sec#ion 4) Other

1B. CONSTRUCTION COSTS ESTIMATE$ i21-11 ( I Al

1C. IF THIS IS A REVISION OF A PREVIOUSLY APPROVED ACTIVE PERMIT SEE PERMIT #
1D. INDICATE NAME OF ELECTRIC UTILITY COMPANY FC1000

1E. IS THIS PROPERTY A HISTORICAL SITE?

PART TWO: GOMPLETE FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION AND EXTEND/ADDITIONS
2A. TYPE JSEWAGE DISPOSAL 2B.

01 WSSC 02 ( I Septic
03 ( 1 Other

PARTTHREE: COMPLETE ONLY FOR FENCE/RETAINING WALL
4A. HEIGHT feet inches

TYPE OF WATER SUPPLY
01 (X) WSSC 02
03 ( ) Other

4B. Indicate whether the fence or retaining wall is to be constructed on one of the following locations:
1. On party line/Property line
2. Entirely on land of owner
3. On public right of way/easement (Revocable Letter Required).

Well

Room Addition
Solar Woodburning Stove

I hereby certify that I have the authority to make the foregoing application, that the application is correct, and that the construction will comply with
plans approved by all agencies listed and I hereby acknowledge and accept this to be a condition for the issuance of this permit.

Sinl7Atllro nf nwnar nr ❑uthnri.arI ,t 1a rt meet h.—crnn~firro n evo ♦ ho^I, 1, rl.
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SUPPLEMENTAL APPLICATION FOR HISTORIC AREA WORK PERMIT

REQUIRED ATTACHMENTS

1. WRITTEN DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

a. Description of existing structure(s) and environmental setting,
including their historical features and significance:

b. General description of project and its impact on the historic
resource(s), the environmental setting, and, where applicable, the
historic district-

-I-



Th4As F. & Many Jane Fish*
9804 Kensington Parkuiay

Kensington, Maryland 20895
{301) 900-7021

Historic Preservation Commission
51 Monroe Street, Suite 1001
Rockville, MD 20850

Dear Chairman and Commissioners,

My name is Thomas F. Fisher. I am 46 years old and a life
long resident of Kensington. My wife Mary Jane has lived in
Kensington for 40 years. The Fisher family can be traced back
over 90 years in the Kensington area.

My mother, Helen Davidson, was born in a house on Dietrick
Street. As a child she helped lay the corner stone on the
Kensington Elementary School where she went to school and later,
myself, my brother, and two sisters. My father, Frank S. Fisher
came to the Kensington area in the 1920's. Both of my sisters
and my brother continue to own homes in Kensington.

My wife and I intend to purchase 3923 Baltimore Street,
Kensington, from my fathers estate. My father purchased this
house in 1947 and it is the home in which I was raised. We want
to live the rest of our lives here and pass the house on to our
children.

As you can see our roots go very deep in Kensington. Having
grown up here we have a great appreciation for preserving the
historical features of Kensington.

This house was just fine for living and raising a family in
the 1950's. To comfortably raise a family in the 1990's we feel
that some alterations would be needed. The alterations we are
proposing are the enlargement of the kitchen, adding a bedroom
and bath over an existing addition and increasing the size of the
porch. We are happy to make these alterations with the intent
of preserving the look, feel, and historical accuracy of our
neighbor's homes.

We look forward to receiving our HWAP and getting underway
for our trip back "home".

Sincerely,
J 10

Thomas F. Fisher
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Min3*Pg n f xhA 2/21/94 eeting of Kennington JAP

Members attending were: Shulman (chairman), Dedes, Thompson,
Basle, Wagner, Little, and Gurney.

I. 0-Asaf 31/6-93
Most of the discussion concerning proposed changes in structure of

10415 Armory Ave. indicated agreement with the HPC staff report. The
changes appear to complement the primary resource and preserve more
trees, plantings, and open space. In particular, the applicants
proposal to construct one driveway with two-way traffic rather than a
U-shaped driveway was supported. A motion to approve the plan passed
5 to 1.

11, Casef 31/6-94B
The proposal for alterations at 3923 Baltimore St. raised several

considerations.
1. Details and drawings of a proposed rear deck and area beneath

it are not clearly presented because the precise construction has not
been settled on. The back porch is shown extending approximately 9
feet past the west side of the house and would extend across the back
of the house where it is not shown. Mrs. Fisher, present at the
meeting, indicated that the entire back porch is not to be considered
part of the present application, but may be a future submission.

2. A wrap-around extension of the front porch was considered
inappropriate by the HPC staff. LAP discussants brought out examples
of original wrap-around porches on some resource 4-square houses in
Kensington. Also, such additions have been permitted previously. It
was pointed out that although most 4-square houses have symmetrical
window distribution on the front, this house's windows are not
centered, making the asymmetric porch extension less disruptive. A
motion in favor of extending the porch as shown was approved
unanimously. Those voting for the motion also approved the proposed
new kitchen projection.

3. Massing of the rear addition with respect to height of the hip
roof and failure to discriminate between new and old construction were
discussed. One LAP member not present forwarded comments, read to the
group, favoring reducing the mass of the rear addition to more clearly
indicate new construction. There were 5 votes in favor of a motion to
approve the rear addition as is. One member present plus-the chairman
and the member supplying written comments favored a lower roof line.

III.
Discussion of the Fleming application brought out the fact that

the HPC reviewed a different set of plans on 2/14/94 than those
reviewed at the 2/3/94 LAP meeting. New plans with major changes were
submitted to the HPC the day of its meeting despite Mr. Fleming's
assurance to the LAP that the 2/3/94 plans were final. A motion was
passed unanimously to write to the Chairman of the HPC (with copies to
the County Government) expressing our dismay that the HPC permitted
consideration of the new plans and in so doing bypassed and ignored
the LAP in this important case.
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T hAkas F. & Mary Jane Fisfer
9804 Kensington Parkway

Kensington, Maryland 20895
cam 933-7021

Historic Preservation Commission
51 Monroe Street, Suite 1001
Rockville, MD 20850

Dear Chairman and Commissioners,

My name is Thomas F. Fisher. I am 46 years old and a life
long resident of Kensington. My wife Mary Jane has lived in
Kensington for 40 years. The. Fisher family can be traced back
over 90 years in the Kensington area.

My mother, Helen Davidson, was born in a house on Dietrick
Street. As a child she helped lay the corner stone on the
Kensington Elementary School where she went to school and later,
myself, my brother, and two sisters. My father, Frank S. Fisher
came to the Kensington area in the 1920's. Both of my sisters
and my brother continue to own homes in Kensington.

My wife and I intend to purchase 3923 Baltimore Street,
Kensington, from my fathers estate. My father purchased this
house in 1947 and it is the home in which I was raised. We want
to live the rest of our lives here and pass the house on to our
children.

As you can see our roots go very deep in Kensington. Having
grown up here we have a great appreciation for preserving the
historical features of Kensington.

This house was just fine for living and raising a family in
the 1950's. To comfortably raise a family in the 1990's we feel
that some alterations would be needed. The alterations we are
proposing are the enlargement of the kitchen, adding a bedroom
and bath over an existing addition and increasing the size of the
porch. We are happy to make these alterations with the intent
of preserving the look, feel, and historical accuracy of our
neighbor's homes.

We look forward to receiving our HWAP and getting underway
for our trip back "home".

Sincerely,

Thomas F. Fisher



First Level Kitchen Addition
( Extensionwith Bay)
Porch Addition
Windows

PHASE H: NORTH ELEVATION (REAR) "

First Level Rear and West Porches
Second Level Master Bedroom Addition
Upper Level Attic Addition and Rear Dormer
Lower Level Enclosed Porch

The work includes proposed changes to 3923 Baltimore Street to
address the new owners needs for an updated and more efficient
kitchen and breakfast area, enlarged Master Bedroom and Bath
area with adequate closets and storage. The goal of the design
concept is to look at this project as a single piece rather than an
altered piece with an extension.The design is achieved by adding a
bay extension to the East side of the house (PHASE I ) which
echos the bay window on the West side and adding a section of
porch which continues around the East Side to meet the Kitchen.
An addition of a second floor and attic extension to the rear unifies
the original structure with the new addition. The new design and
plan of the interior spaces also improves the traffic pattern and
adjacency issues that were problems with the original plan of the
first and second floors.. New details and materials are consistent
with the original structure, adjacent and neighborhood structures
and resolve the current issue of need for a better transition between
the original structure and. its 1950s addition. (See photographs of
existing house).

0



MATERIALS* 0

SIDING: The aluminum siding of the 50's addition
will be removed and replaced with wood
siding and trim to match the original

WINDOWS &
DOORS: Windows, doors and trim details will match

existing.added as per the drawings. Door
and Window trim details from the original
design are to be used throughout the new
additions with transoms and additional
detail as shown in the plans.Window&.door
head and sill details are to be maintained
unless otherwise specified by the elevations

ROOF: New Roofing materials for the new roof
plan willbe shingles selected to closely
match the color of the existing main roof.
The red standing seam tin roof,
(= original) will be removed.

Fisher

Residence
I
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DESCRIPTION OF WORK:

PHASEL• BAST ELEVATION
INTERIOR

Firm 1"A KhdmAdditon ..
(Bxt—harwith Bay)
Parch Addition
Window, KENSINGTON.r

n r

PHASED: NORTH ELEVATION (REAR) 20895

Find Level Rest and West Porches (300933-0140

S—A Level M.A. Bedmao Addition
Upper Lerd ANc Addition and Ron Dams
Low. Level Enclosed Porch ` ears
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HISTORY:

The Fbher Residence b • eh. 19101— Sip— House bored in
7917 Baltimore Street m Kernmpoq Maylend. It h- 

beer,owned by W. Fishers father and family since 1947. The new

owner, Thom- Fish- (son of prcvim owner) aM his wife Mary
lane, Plan to purchase the house for their,family from the fathm
estate. Beaux of their Mary family tin to several homes in
Kauiogton, the Fishm have a pest apprecimlon ter the history

aM architecture of the town. ( Mr. Fisher included background in
his letter ntarhd).
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DE SIGN

10304 P61ONTCOVIERY AVENUE

KENSINGTON. MARYLAND
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EXISTING SECOND FLOOR 1.aPLAN
9c.+~e i-o•

EXISTING FIRST FLOOR PLAN
V4, -d

GLORIA CAPRONT
INTERIOR
DESIGN

10304 MONTGOMERY AVENUE

KENSINGTON, MARYLAND

20895

(301) 9-13-0140
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THE MARYLAND-NATIONAL. CAPITAL
PARK AND PLANNING COMMISSION

8787 GEORGIA AVENUE
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